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2Outline
• Thermal resistance in ground heat exchangers
• Single U-tube ground heat exchangers
– Analytical techniques for quasi-3D resistance
• Multiple U-tube energy piles
– Numerical analysis
• What can resistances tell us about interactions?
• Discussion & conclusions
Thermal Resistance of pile concrete, Rc
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Lamarche et al, 2010
• Concrete resistance, Rc, characterises the steady state 
temperature change between pipe edge and pile edge: Δܶ ൌ ݍܴ௖
• Internal resistance, Ra, is the total pipe to pipe resistance
• Both are a function of TC, c (and g) and geometry
• e.g. for a single U-tube
•
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• Ra and Rc can be determined analytically by 
the multipole method (Bennet et al, 1987)
Theoretical Resistances for Energy Piles
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100mmm dia pile 50mmm concrete cover
Rc Rc
Ra Ra
• Plot normalised resistance (R*) for 2 pipe case
• Values depend on c/g ratio at large shank spacing
• Biggest interaction when Ra is low, ie at small shank spacing
2D & Quasi-3D Resistances
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• Rc is a 2D resistance
– Accounts for pipe spacing, but not interactions which 
are a 3D phenomena
• Rc3 can be calculated by method of Hellstrom (199) or Diao
et al (2004)
– Depends additionally on circuit length and mass flow 
rate
– Rc3 when long circuits or low flow
• Relative error between 2D and 3D solutions given by:
Relative Error
• Results just for two pipes
• Suggest needs very low flow for significant interactions
• Multipole method can be extended to many pipes
• But for quasi-3D resistance used numerical simulation
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 determined for:
– 100mm CFA pile 
(s = 30mm) 
– 300mm rotary pile 
(s = 185mm)
• 3D model made in ABAQUS
• Pipe flow simplified to separate calculation in user sub-
routine at node in centre of pipe; calibrated for pipe size.
• Validated on 300mm pile TRT (Cecinato et al, 2015)
Numerical Simulation
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Concrete Resistance from Simulation
• Cases presented:
• Rcm – calculated from model
• Rc – 2D resistance from multipole method
• Rc3 – quasi-3D resistance from Hellstrom 8
Pile Dia
(mm)
Pipe 
Config
No. U-tubes Shank 
Spacing (m)
m
900 CFA Single 0.07 0.8m/s ~ 0.4 kg/s
900 CFA Double 0.07 0.8m/s ~ 0.4 kg/s
900 Rotary Single 0.72 0.8m/s ~ 0.4 kg/s
900 Rotary Double 0.72 0.8m/s ~ 0.4 kg/s
900 Rotary Double 0.37 0.8m/s ~ 0.4 kg/s
 c pipe pileR T T q 
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Relative Error for Single U-tube Cases
• Calculate  for two pipe cases:
• Small  for analytical approach
• Large  for modelled CFA pile
• Negative  for modelled rotary pile due to underestimate of Rc
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Pile Dia
(mm)
Pipe Config No. U-
tubes
Shank Spacing
(m)
 m
900 CFA Single 0.07 0.4 26.5
900 Rotary Single 0.72 0.3 -6.8
Discussion
• Rotary piles – pipes near the edge
– Appears to be no significant interactions
– 2D analysis may be appropriate in short term
• CFA piles – pipes close together
– Two pipe analytical models suggest little interactions
– Numerical simulation suggest interactions possible
– Neither approach has robust field validation
– Many similar simulation approaches have been 
implemented
– Comparison against full simulation and field data
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Conclusions
• In most cases pipe to pipe interactions in energy piles 
appear unlikely
• Some CFA piles with close pipe spacing may be the 
exception
– Lower potential for shorter pipe circuits & higher mass 
flow rates
– Further numerical investigation required
• Absence of interactions suggests that 2D analysis can be 
appropriate for short timescales, giving savings in time and 
computational effort
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